Abstract -Electromyography (EMG) has some good abilities for bionic mechanical hand's control and researchers have proposed many kinds of methods for EMG classification. Principal Components Analysis (PCA) which is an ideal tool for dimension reduction tool was introduced for EMG classification. Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) performs outstandingly on classification. This paper does a comparative study on PCA and LDA for EMG classification, mainly including LDA for raw EMG, LDA for features, PCA and LDA for raw EMG and PCA and LDA for features. Here five time-domain features and four frequency-domain features are selected. The five hand motions including hand closing, hand opening, index finger pinching, middle finger pinching and hand relaxing are selected for classification. The result shows PCA and LDA for features obtain 99.0% motion success rate and 99.8% success rate of classification. The bionic mechanical hand got a good performance.
I. INTRODUCTION EMG control methods of bionic mechanic hand have been studied for many years. During 1960s and 1970s, myoelectric prosthesis control is mainly researched based on threshold decision [1] . Subsequently, the EMG control method based on the amplitude encoding was proposed [2] . Later, hierarchical control decision was introduced into EMG control [3] . Now, pattern recognition was mainly adopted [4] which can be divided into two aspects, i.e. feature extraction and classification. The methods of EMG feature extraction usually need time domain analysis, frequency domain analysis, timefrequency domain analysis, high order spectral analysis and chaos and fractal analysis. The time domain features basically have the mean absolute value, root mean square, zero crossings, Waveform length, slope sign changes etc. The frequency domain features mainly include the power spectral density, median frequency, median frequency and autoregressive coefficients etc. The time-frequency domain analysis includes the short-time transform, Winger-Ville transform, Choi-Williams transform and wavelet transform etc. The high order spectral features include the maximum spectrum peak frequency and slice spectrum etc. The chaos and fractal features include Lyapunov exponent, phase plane and fractal dimension etc. [5] The EMG classification methods mainly include neural network, fuzzy algorithm, algorithm based on the probability estimation, support vector machine, principal component analysis and linear discriminant analysis. Neural network is a non-linear classification method, and it is widely used in EMG classification. For example, Hudgins used MLP neural network to classify six kinds of time domain features of EMG signals [6] . Fuzzy algorithm introduces human's experience to the judgement, such as heuristic fuzzy logic method which is adopted for multi-channel EMG signal recognition in [7] . Algorithms based on the probability estimation achieved good results in EMG classification, and Huang classified arm motions using Gauss mixture model [8] . Support vector machine has advantages in the small sample situation, and Shenoy used this algorithm for eight human's arm gesture recognition [9] . Principal component analysis (PCA) is considered to be one of the best methods of dimension reduction, but it is claimed as lacking discrimination ability. Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) is recognized to obtain better classification by using class information. Therefore, the combination of these two methods may achieve good classification result. Though the combination algorithm of PCA and LDA has got many achievements in face recognition, such as Lih-Heng Chan studied the effect of PCA and LDA in face recognition [10] . There are just a few studies about the combination method of PCA and LDA in EMG recognition, and Englehart has pointed out that LDA combined with PCA is superior to multilayer perceptron neural network [11] .
Presently, the research of PCA and LDA in EMG recognition is not much, and not deep enough. This paper extracts nine features of the time domain and frequency domain of EMG signals, selects five hand motions, gives a comparative study of the classification effect of LDA between the original EMG signal and the features, compares the dimension reduction effect of PCA between the original EMG signal and the features, and compares the classification ability between LDA and the combination of PCA and LDA. (1)
IV. LINEAR DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
The basic idea of LDA is that the samples of highdimension pattern are projected onto the optimal discriminant vector space in order to achieve the effect of extracting classification information and compressing feature space dimension, and to make sure that the projected pattern samples have the largest between-class distance and the smallest within-class distance, namely patterns in the new space have the best separability.
The between-class scatter matrix and the within-class scatter matrix of samples are defined as follows:
Where we use~to replace the original n variables combined effect of the electrical activities of the shallow muscle and neural stem. Because it has varying degrees of correlation between the muscle activity status and the functional status, EMG can reflect neuromuscular activity at a certain extent [12] . Therefore, EMG contains abundant information relating to human's motions.
EMG is one of the weak electrical signals. The signal amplitude is 100"'-'5000uV, and EMG spectrum is mainly distributed in 20"'-'500Hz, and the majority is concentrated in 50",-,150Hz. EMG has a high resistance due to the high resistance of the human body which is about 40",-,400kO. EMG is easily affected by Electrocardiograph and power frequency interference, so it is important to select suitable EMG electrode and EMG sensor. MyoScan EMG sensor and surface electrode slices adopted in our study are from Thought Technology Company in Canada ( Fig. 1 ) and acquire four channel EMG signals with 1000Hz of sampling frequency. Fig. 2 shows the details how we paste the electrodes on the arm. Generally, the collected EMG signals are processed by subtracting their mean to remove bias before the features are extracted.
covariance matrix of the sample. Assuming that there is a linear transformation:
PCA can project data from the high-dimension space onto the low-dimension space, and make the variance of data maximum in the low-dimension space. Because the variance of data characterizes the information contained in the data, PCA projection can retain the maximum amount of information of the data.
optimal projection matrix Wand the center matrix Center of the center points of the five classes. LDA hopes for the higher coupling degree between classes and lower polymerization degree within classes, namely the larger value of between-class scatter matrix and the smaller value of within-class scatter matrix. Here we introduce the Fisher criterion:
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To maximize J (W) ,then you can get the optimal projection matrix W. Easy to prove, to maximize J (W) , it must be met SBW == ASwW . Then, you can get W which makes the criterion function
The sample X is projected onto the LDA optimal discriminant space to get the new samples Y, by the following
IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT
Experiment chooses the right forearm of healthy human, and acquires the EMG signals with the sampling frequency of 1000Hz. Each group just lasts 32 seconds and keep 2 minutes interval between two groups to prevent muscle fatigue, and 16 groups are collected in total, of which the first 8 groups as training samples and the last 8 groups as test samples. In each group the motions hand closing (Close), hand opening (Open), index finger pinching (Index) and middle finger pinching (Middle) are done sequentially, two rounds in total, and there is a hand relaxing (Relax) between every two motions. We select 128 data points as a sample, set the sliding window length 128 and the incremental window length 32, so that each group has (32*1000-128)/32+1=997 samples.
A. LDAfor Raw EMG
All the information is contained in the raw EMG, so we firstly study LDA for raw EMG. There are five motion classes including Close, Open, Index, Middle and Relax. Each sample has 128*4=512 points for four channels.
We truncate 5 classes of training samples corresponding to 5 motions from the first 8 groups training samples when training (Fig. 3) . Then, we calculate the between-class scatter matrix and the within-class scatter matrix, and then obtain the The training sample in 512-dimesion space is projected onto 4-dimesion LDA optimal discriminant space by the optimal project matrix W. In order to observe the projection effect, we choose 3 of the 4 dimensions to display in 3-dimension space (Fig. 4) . In Fig. 4 , black-Close, green-Open, blue-Index, red-Middle and pink-Relax. The experiment result of LDA for raw EMG, the classification results of the 8 groups of the test samples, is shown in Table I . Error points are the points in burrs which are misclassified. Motion points are the points without points of the Relax motion. Total points are the points of one group of test samples which has 997 samples points. Motion error rate equals error points divided by Motion points. Error rate equals Error points divided by Total points. Motion success rate equals 100% subtract Motion error rate, and Success rate equals 100% subtract Error rate. Here we introduce Motion success rate due to that the Relax motion is the most points and most easily classified in the whole process, so we can see the classification effect of the other four motions more clearly after removing all the points of the Relax motion. In the experiment of LDA for raw EMG, Motion success rate is 90.5%, and Success rate is 97.7%. 
B. LDAfor Features
Although raw EMG contains all of the information, the information is not extracted and can not be made full use of. So we extracted the features of EMG in order to get some useful information ofEMG. Here we extract five time-domain features including the mean absolute value (MAV), root mean square (RMS), zero crossings (ZC), Waveform length (WL) and slope sign changes (SSC) and four frequency-domain 963 features including the power spectral density (PSD), median frequency (FMN), median frequency (FMD) and autoregressive coefficients (AR). We choose four-order AR model, so there are four AR coefficients. In total, we can extract 12*4=48 features from 128*4 =512 EMG data points of every sample of four channels. These features not only extract kinds of information from original EMG, but also reduce the burden of data processing and improve the classification speed. The features MAV and FMN are shown in Fig. 6 . Table II . It can be seen that the classification success rate increases significantly after extracting the features, that Motion success rate increased from 90.5% to 98.6%, and Success rate increased from 97.7% to 99.7%. Meanwhile, LDA for Features has fewer amount of calculation thanks to using the 48-dimension features instead of the 512-dimension data, so it improves the classification speed. C. PCA and LDA for raw EMG One sample of raw EMG has 512 data, and there are redundancy and noise inevitably. Considering that PCA is a so-called optimal tool for dimension reduction, it not only can do dimension reduction, but also eliminate the redundancy and noise in EMG data. While PCA reduces the dimension of the EMG data and eliminates the redundancy and noise in EMG data, it loses some useful information in EMG data at the same time, so the dimension reduced can not be too small.
In the experiment, we firstly reduce the dimension of the EMG samples using PCA, then, projected the dimensionreduction PCA data to the LDA optimal discriminant space, at last do the classification. The process of PCA and LDA for raw EMG is shown in Fig. 7 . In detail, we firstly reduce the dimension of the samples from 512 to 460, then, project the 460-dimension PCA data to the 4-dimension LDA space, at last do the classification in the 4-dimension LDA space. The 460-dimension is the dimension which has the highest classification success rate. The projection transformation matrix of PCA is A, and the optimal discriminant projection matrix of LDA is W, so the projection matrix of PCA and LDA equals:
So the data can project the PCA-LDA space directly by the following formula: y == r» X (8) 
D. PCA and LDAfor Features
The information of the extracted features has redundancy and correlation inevitably, so it is necessary to perform PCA transform for the features. In the experiment, we project the 48 features of every sample to 32 features, in order to retain the information as much as possible, but to eliminate the redundancy and noise as much as possible. The PCA features have no correlation, and they are the linear combination of the original features. The PCA features are projected to the LDA space, and do classification in the LDA space. The process of PCA and LDA for Features is shown in Fig. 8 . The experiment result of PCA and LDA for Features, the classification results of the 8 groups of the test samples, is shown in Table IV . The experiment result shows that compared to LDA for Features, PCA and LDA for Features enhances the classification success rate a little. Motion success rate increased from 98.6% to 99.0%, and Success rate increased from 99.7% to 99.8%. Because the success rate has been very high, the improvement on the success rate is enough to prove the contribution of PCA for the classification. The experiment result of PCA and LDA for raw EMG, the classification results of the 8 groups of the test samples, is shown in Table III . Compared to LDA for raw EMG, the success rate enhances just a little. Motion success rate increased from 90.5% to 90.8%, and Success rate increased from 97.7% to 97.8%. PCA eliminates the redundancy and noise of EMG data, so the classification success rate increases. However, if the dimension is low, some useful information will be lost and the classification success rate will decrease. The 460-dimension is chosen to make sure the most the redundancy and noise eliminated and the least useful information lost. 
E. Bionic Mechanical Hand
In this experiment, we use the Bionic Mechanical Hand to verify the effects of the classification methods. We firstly design the five motions of the Bionic Mechanical Hand, namely Close, Open, Index, Middle and Relax. The process of the online EMG control of Bionic Mechanical Hand based on PCA and LDA for Features is that firstly acquiring sEMG online from the right forearm of the healthy volunteer, then, extracting features, performing PCA dimension reduction and LDA projection, and then doing the classification, at last sending the classification result to Bionic Mechanical Hand to execute the corresponding motion (Fig. 9) . We do the experiment of the online EMG control of Bionic Mechanical Hand base on LDA for raw EMG, LDA for features, PCA and LDA for raw EMG and LDA and PCA for Features all. The PCA and LDA for Features obtain the best effect profiting from the fastest speed and the highest success rate of it. The Bionic Mechanical Hand behaves very likely the hand of human and the volunteer has the hallucination that the Bionic Mechanical Hand is part of his body. Otherwise, experiments show the error often occurs during the interim between two motions, that is because the five classes of truncated motion samples can't cover all transition samples between two motions, and the classification success rate is low for transition samples.
v. CONCLUTIONS
In this paper, we do a comparative study of LDA for raw EMG, LDA for Features, PCA and LDA for raw EMG and 965 PCA and LDA for Features. The experiment results show feature extraction from EMG signals can significantly improve the classification success rate. Because PCA can eliminate the redundancy and noise in EMG data, it is beneficial for EMG classification. This paper selects five time-domain features and four frequency-domain features, and chooses five hand motions. In the experiment of PCA and LDA for Features, Motion success rate is 99.0%, and Success rate is 99.8%. The online experiment shows that the Bionic Mechanical Hand behaves very like human and fmds that the error often occurs during the transition from one motion to another one.
For further work, we will use more features, such as the time-frequency domain features and the high order spectral features, on exploring more motions for classification. And we will consider subdividing the motion into some transition steps for a better performance in online applications as well.
